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Abstract
Any well-versed Magic: The Gathering (MTG) player or collector knows how difficult it
can be to keep track of all cards in their collection. Some spend hours searching for that one
specific card, and others are constantly scouring the internet for how much their collection costs.
However, this issue does not only affect casual fans. Resale companies spend hours a day
determining the costs of cards, and tournament judges painstakingly check players’ decks to
ensure they are not cheating. To assist with these struggles, the design team proposed to create
the MTG Card Virtualizer. This device scans MTG playing cards and virtualizes them into a
smart database. Using this smart database, players, collectors, and even resale companies can
easily search through their extensive collections and check the market value of their cards. Users
can insert up to seventy-five MTG cards and quickly virtualize a full deck in under five minutes.
The proposed design utilizes the Nvidia Jetson Nano and a custom-designed circuit board, paired
with a SQL database and a user-friendly application to virtualize entire collections. Not only are
all of the user’s cards in one location, but they can search for cards, determine the cost of their
collection, and find out if their decks are tournament legal.
● Plug and play right out of the box.
● Virtualizes Magic: The Gathering Cards quickly.
● Locate cards in an extensive collection quickly.
● User-Friendly Application with search and price lookup functionalities.
● Verify decks are tournament legal.
-JC
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1) Problem Statement
1.1) Need
Magic: The Gathering (MTG) is a well-known trading card game with a massive
player base and a large volume of high market value cards. Hobbyist collectors often
have sprawling collections that are difficult to organize and find sought-after cards.
Independent resellers sort through millions of cards a day and pay legions of workers to
do so by hand. The work done by all collectors of MTG cards, hobbyist or otherwise, can
add up to hours just to find one single card.
Often, the cards many are searching for are extremely valuable. The infamous
Black Lotus card is worth roughly $20,000, and one copy of the card sold on eBay for
$511,100. Though most MTG cards will not reach such a high market value, many cards
retail between $20 and $100 and are hunted and sold in bulk. The problem of organizing,
price sorting, name sorting, and even digitizing cards has been a problem that has haunted
the MTG scene since its inception.
-JC, VG, JV
1.2) Objective
This project aims to create a machine that quickly processes stacks of cards and
digitizes them to a virtual library. The virtual library will have a companion application
that allows users to efficiently access a list of their cards. The virtual library, backed by a
database, will have the functionality to sort cards by price, name, and total owned. The
database will also contain search functionality, allowing users access to a detailed
inventory of their collection.
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Using a camera, a microcontroller, and computer vision, the hardware for the
project will be a self-contained system that can efficiently scan MTG cards. The user will
load a stack of MTG cards into the device, and then the camera will take a picture of the
card. The microcontroller then processes this picture using text recognition to add the
card’s name to the database. Once added, the device ejects the card and repeats the
process. Since there are a finite number of input cases, text recognition is the simplest
and quickest option.
-JC, VG, JV
1.3) Background
The theory behind the MTG Card Virtualizer is to have a user insert a deck of
cards into a device that sifts through the cards one by one. As it goes through the cards, a
camera will take a photo of each card. After taking the picture, a microcontroller will
utilize computer vision to examine the card, determine its name, and add it to a virtual
database. If the card already exists in the database, the entry’s quantity value will be
incremented by one; otherwise, the database creates a new entry. Lastly, the user will
have access to a companion application to visualize and search their collection.
While incredibly pivotal, the most challenging portion of the project is the
implementation of computer vision. Though it may be difficult, the saving grace is the
finite number of input cases. The user can only place cards into the machine in four
different ways. A card can be either face-up or face-down, and it can be either
right-side-up or right-side-down along the x-axis of the card. Since the camera will be
below the card, as long as the card is face-down, the camera will determine the card’s
name. Lastly, the developers of the game have manufactured a finite number of MTG
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playing cards. If the scanned card’s name does not exist in the list of manufactured cards,
then it is not an MTG card. The best way to deal with finite input cases is to create a
feature set or a description of the functionalities of the design (Barik and Mondal
V2-170). The MTG Card Virtualizer’s primary features are to identify the scanned card’s
name, upload it to a virtual database, and allow for searching through stacks of cards.
In terms of hardware, the user will insert a stack of cards into a feeder mechanism
which will move a card into position above a mounted camera. The camera takes a photo
of the card, and a custom internet-enabled microcontroller processes the image. Lastly,
the hardware moves the card out of the way and pushes a new card into position.
After processing the image, the microcontroller sends the card’s name to a virtual
database via WiFi or Bluetooth. This virtual database then uses an API designed for
Magic: The Gathering to retrieve all other information about the card, such as its current
market value and tournament ban status. Efficient, automatic price searching is a highly
sought-after ability in the Magic: The Gathering community. The virtual database will
enable users to sort their library by price, name, or quantity and even allow a quick search
functionality. These options will significantly aid users in deckbuilding, a crucial step for
those who play the game. Since Magic: The Gathering is a competitive trading card
game, users assemble custom decks of up to seventy-five cards to participate in matches
and tournaments. Virtually sorting through an extensive collection of cards will
significantly expedite the process of locating key cards.
The final consideration for the design is the microcontroller. A design constraint
imposed by the administration at The University of Akron is the disallowance of
Raspberry Pi and Arduino devices. This restriction means that students must engineer a
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custom microcontroller printed circuit board (PCB). However, there have been cases
where exceptions for different pre-built boards are allowed. Since the microcontroller
must perform high-level image processing on photos of cards in rapid succession, a
custom microcontroller PCB may be beyond this project’s scope. Thus, the project may
require a pre-built board with the processing power to accomplish these goals. While it
does require high processing power, the quick imaging and processing of various
successive items is a challenge that many designers have undertaken in the past and is
entirely feasible (Mishra and Bansod 527).
Several commercial solutions to the proposed problem exist, but most are only
partial solutions. Many standalone mobile applications, such as TCGplayer, Decked
Builder, and Delver Lens, allow users to scan their cards with a smartphone camera for
card identification or addition to a database. These applications can look up prices and
other miscellaneous information about the scanned cards but require the user to scan each
card manually, taking a long time. Another similar product is the CardBot which
examines and then sorts cards into three different sections. This machine is capable of
scanning one thousand cards per hour.
The main limitations of using a mobile application for card scanning are speed
and ease of use. As stated before, these applications require a smartphone camera to take
photos of each card for processing. Doing so requires the user to position the camera for
each card, take the picture, and wait for the image to process. Even if a user could place
cards into the camera’s view at a speed of one card every ten seconds, this would only
amount to three hundred sixty cards per hour. Smartphone camera viewing applications
are relatively widespread due to their ease of access and portability. However, they are
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not ideal for scanning large amounts of cards; instead, they excel at pricing individual
Magic: The Gathering cards.
In some cases, it is quicker for users to manually search card names online than to
use individual pricing applications. Another limitation is the high cost of automatic card
sorting machines. Devices such as the CardBot are marketed toward game stores rather
than individual consumers because they are too expensive for everyday users. The
CardBot is so costly that the developers do not list the price on their website, expecting
stores or tournament organizers to reach out for pricing information.
Some card sorters, not related to Magic: The Gathering, can scan cards and use
template matching to determine suit (Ullah, F., & Kaneko, S). These devices match the
card’s suit to the feature set, a system that would work for the proposed design. However,
the Ullah, F., & Kaneko design only works with standard playing cards, a considerable
limitation for general-purpose card identification.
The barebones design of the MTG Card Virtualizer is broadly similar to existing
products. Like existing large-scale designs, the user loads a set of cards into the device.
The device then scans each card and deposits it into a container. Similar to mobile
applications, the device uploads the scanned card to a virtual database. The mechanical
system uses a spring-loaded magazine system to feed the cards. The user will insert the
magazine into the device, and the bottom card will rest on a rubber wheel connected to
stepper motors. A camera mounted at the bottom of the device will be pointed upward at
the face of the card. A computer vision control PCB will activate the camera, take a photo
of the card, and store its name in the internal memory. After the camera takes the image,
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the motor will rotate the wheel and eject the card from the side of the device. The user
can then look up miscellaneous information about the scanned cards in the database.
The main difference is that the MTG Card Virtualizer combines other designs to
prioritize ease of use and speed. While existing designs rely on an external device’s
camera, such as a smartphone, this system has a camera directly in the device. With a
standardized camera set at a fixed distance from the card, there is no need for the user to
position their own device’s camera for each card, and the camera would not have to
adjust its focus each time. Eliminating user error and reducing camera variance reduces
the amount of time needed to scan each card, allowing it to outperform any existing
system in terms of efficiency. Because the user does not need to use their smartphone as a
camera, they can use their smartphone to view the virtual database in real-time as the
machine scans the cards. Another difference between this design and existing designs is
the cost. The goal is to have the MTG Card Visualizer priced at a point that an average
consumer can afford.
Since the design is small and portable, companies and organizers of large
tournaments could also purchase multiple devices. In high-level Magic: The Gathering
tournaments, players must submit their deck to ensure players are not cheating or using
banned cards. At any point during tournaments, judges can perform “deck checks” and
look through a player’s deck to make sure it matches their provided list. With thousands
of players at tournaments, it can take considerable time to submit and check all player
decks. Judges could use multiple MTG Card Virtualizers to speed up deck submissions
and checks without holding up entire tournaments. An increase in the frequency of deck
checks would ensure fairness throughout each match in tournaments. During critical
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matches, players will call for a deck check if they suspect their opponent is cheating; and
The MTG Card Virtualizer is a tool that can expedite the process of confirming or
denying these accusations.
Existing patents are loosely related to processing playing cards instead of Magic:
The Gathering cards. Several patents exist for analyzing playing cards from images, such
as US patent 7769232B2, in which a system uses sensing modules to identify the rank
and suit of playing cards (Downs). Another US patent, 8969802B1, can also distinguish
playing card rank and suit using infrared-sensitive cameras (Blazevic). However, these
patents are not functionally identical to the proposed design of the MTG Card Virtualizer.
In contrast to existing patents, The MTG Card Visualizer utilizes computer vision instead
of infrared sensing technology and is tailored explicitly for MTG playing cards.
However, this is not to say that the patented devices are unrelated to this project’s
design. The Downs 7769232B2 device pairs with a baccarat shoe or similar device to
scan cards as they come out of the dispenser. The Blazevic 8969802B1 device has tables
or conveyor devices to use infrared to identify cards. Like any good design, these
patented devices implement other technologies to meet their requirements. The MTG
Card Virtualizer’s proposed design may not use the same technology as patented devices,
but it does include built-in components as a single unit and pair with other technologies.
-JC, VG, JV
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1.4) Marketing Requirements
1. The device will be plug-and-play “out of the box.”
2. Quickly scans and uploads cards to a database.
3. Accurate; can identify various playing cards.
4. Auto feeds cards; pauses on each card for error detection.
5. Automatically stops when out of cards.
6. The database will determine the current market value and visualize cards.
7. Companion application provides easy access to the database.
8. Third-party MTG application compatibility.
-JC, VG, JV
2) Engineering Analysis
2.1) Circuits
The project requires one circuit board, referred to in this report as the Main
Circuit Board (MCB). The hardware lead will design the schematic and Printed Circuit
Board (PCB) for the MCB, focusing on voltage regulation circuits, general protection
circuits, and PCB headers to connect to all electronics. The board will contain multiple
power distribution circuits, including power input, a 5V/3A voltage regulator, and a
logic-level shifter. It will also have a stepper motor driver and various input/output
connectors to interface with the user and other electronics in the device. The board will
be compact so that it fits nicely inside the 3D-printed enclosure that will house the
electronics of the project.
-JC
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2.2) Electronics
The electronics required for the project include the main circuit board with
sufficient power distribution, a Jetson Nano 2GB developer kit, a compatible camera, a
motor, and a motor control board. Since developing a custom embedded system powerful
enough for high-level image processing is outside the project’s scope, the design team has
chosen a pre-built development board called the Jetson Nano developed by Nvidia. The
Jetson Nano is known for its high-level image processing power, small size, and low
price tag, making it the perfect choice. The design team has opted to use an A4988
Stepper Motor Driver Carrier designed by Pololu Robotics and Electronics. The hardware
lead will design the main circuit board to handle power distribution, voltage regulation,
input and output, and provide adequate protection for all components. The motor control
board will be soldered to the main circuit board to save space and limit the number of
cables inside the device.
The preliminary choice of camera is the IMX219-160, which has an
eight-megapixel resolution of 3280x2464. This resolution will be sufficient enough to
allow for easy text recognition on each image. The camera used must have an appropriate
working distance and field of view (FOV) such that it can capture the face of the card
without being so far away that the device is too large. An MTG playing card is
approximately 64x89mm, which means the camera must have a horizontal FOV of at
least 88mm (Nikki). This camera has a CMOS size of ¼ inch and a focal length of
3.15mm (Calculating Camera Sensor).
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With a sensor size of 4mm, and a minimum required horizontal FOV of 89mm,
the design team can determine the minimum working distance using the following
equation (Calculating Camera Sensor):

𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑥 𝐹𝑂𝑉 = 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑥 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑥 𝐹𝑂𝑉
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
3.15𝑚𝑚 𝑥 89𝑚𝑚
4𝑚𝑚

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 70. 0875𝑚𝑚

Therefore, a design constraint of the device is a minimum working distance of
approximately 70.1mm for the chosen camera.
-JC, JV
2.3) Signal Processing
This project will require little to no signal processing. Digital signals obey a
threshold for specific tolerances, and various control boards will control these signals via
specific voltages between 0V and 5V. Step response, signal analysis, and filtering are not
valid considerations for this project because all signals utilized are simple digital signals.
-VG
2.4) Communications
This project requires both synchronization and control commands to satisfy its
engineering requirements. For the machine to process at least fifteen cards per minute,
the camera and motor must be in sync with one another. Once the camera captures the
15

card’s image, the motor must recognize this and eject the card. Then, the camera must
wait until the card is completely ejected from the device to take the next image.
Using 3.3V digital signals sent by the Jetson Nano, the camera and motor can be
powered independently and only when needed. Once the camera takes a photo, the
microcontroller on the Nano will receive a positive signal from the driver program. The
microcontroller will then send a positive signal to the main circuit board’s motor control
board. The motor control board will then activate the motor, causing it to eject the card.
The program will know how long to send the positive signal and stop once the device has
ejected the card. Once the signal stops, the program knows to signal the camera to take
the next image. Control commands within the motor subsystem will determine the
stepper motor’s torque, speed, and acceleration.
Since IEEE wireless communication standards require the use of 802.11ac for
WiFi communication, this project will utilize WiFi adapters designed to fit within these
regulations. The database created for this project requires internet access to obtain
information from the selected MTG API.
-JC, VG
2.5) Electromechanics
In order to sift through and advance cards, the device will have a motor to
facilitate the ejection of cards. Ideally, the motor must be low power, physically small,
and inexpensive. A servo motor is a powerful, feedback-oriented motor that often utilizes
a PID loop to send relevant feedback to a machine. Some servo motors are compact and
precision-manufactured, making them small enough for this project. However, the
trade-off is that small precision servo motors can cost upwards of $1000. A motor of that
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cost sends the project way over budget without considering the cost of any other
components. The alternative option is a stepper motor. Stepper motors utilize a toothed
rotor-stator combination in a ring formation, as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Cross Section of a Stepper Motor (Koeniguer).

Voltages bias these rotors and stators in opposing magnetic patterns, allowing for
fine motor control. Industrial applications often select stepper motors because they are
inexpensive, tunable, and exist in various sizes, ranging from 5x5 inches to smaller than a
human forearm. Smaller stepper motors are typically much less expensive and easy to
acquire—the stepper motor considered for this project costs around $8. They also operate
at low power and are relatively easy to implement into low voltage projects. However,
the engineering trade-off of using a stepper motor is that they do not offer feedback
control.
Another important consideration is the fact that a motor can generate a
counter-electromotive force or back-EMF. Back-EMF is an electric current created by the
motor’s rotation sent directly back into the components driving it (Swanson). Back-EMF
can damage vulnerable components if they are not adequately protected. For this reason,
17

the design team must include a method for preventing back-EMF from destroying the
Jetson Nano. A stepper motor control board is one of the most effective and inexpensive
ways to protect components from back-EMF.
With all of these engineering trade-offs taken into account, the design team has
chosen to utilize the A4988 Stepper Motor Driver Carrier and a single Nema 17 Bipolar
Stepper Motor. This motor has a step angle of 1.8 degrees, a rated current of 1.0A, and is
only 42mm x 42mm, making it a minimal, relatively low power choice.
-JC, VG
2.6) Computer Networks
The integrated user application requires internet access to gather card information
from the API. Besides using the API to update card information, nothing else will require
computer networking. Image processing, text recognition, and access to the database will
all function internally. The information stored in the database can be accessed directly by
the application that runs on the Jetson Nano. The Jetson Nano has an HDMI video
interface that displays a Linux desktop environment. The environment can run the user
application, which allows the system to be “all-in-one.”
-JV
2.7) Embedded Systems
This project will utilize an embedded system in the form of a stepper motor
control board. A stepper motor relies on the complex process of magnetizing the poles of
the rotors and stators in the motor. Motor control boards handle the precise signaling
required to do so. Most manufacturers preconfigure their stepper motor control boards
and require only two pin inputs to the system’s main microcontroller. There are typically
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four pins that control opposing A and B poles, each with power routed by an embedded
chip on the board. Furthermore, utilizing a stepper motor driver prevents the back EMF
of the motor from destroying vulnerable components. As previously mentioned in
Electromechanics, this project will utilize the A4988 Stepper Motor Driver Carrier.
-VG
3) Engineering Requirements Specification
Table 1: Engineering Requirements
Engineering Requirement

Justification

1) A feeder system must allow for a
minimum of seventy-five MTG
playing cards to be put into the
device.

A standard MTG tournament
deck is seventy-five cards,
making this number a
reasonable target.

2) The device must take
high-quality image scans and
perform high-level image
processing.

Image processing is extremely
resource-intensive; thus, the
chosen device must be powerful
enough to take and process
high-quality images.

2, 3

3) The device must be able to
process at least fifteen cards per
minute.

Fifteen cards per minute equates
to one full standard deck of
seventy-five cards every five
minutes.

1, 2, 4

4) Maximum allowable time
between image scans is four
seconds.

If the time between scans is too
long, the system will not be
efficient enough to justify its
use.

1, 2, 4

5) The identity of a card must be
recognized after the image scan;
otherwise, the device will stop and
require user input to continue.

In the case of any failure, the
most recent card scanned must
be known. This requirement also
allows for the implementation of
a search function.

3, 4

6) The device must operate via a
120V, 15A, 60Hz power source
with GFCI protection.

This requirement allows the
device to operate off of standard
wall power and incorporates
safety precautions.

1
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Marketing
Requirement
1, 4, 5

7) Scanned card names, quantity,
and price information must be
stored in a space-efficient,
queryable database.

A user may use the database to
store thousands of cards; thus, it
must be space-efficient to search
through the database quickly.

6, 7

8) The software must obtain the
current market value of all cards
when building the database.

Some MTG cards are worth
more than others, and the price
of a card is an essential
consideration when collecting
cards or building decks.

6

9) Must be able to have the
database visualized with a
companion application.

The average user will likely not
have experience with databases,
and the tool must be accessible
via a user interface (UI).

7

10) Database will allow exported
file formats that can interface with
other MTG Websites

This requirement allows users to
interact with third-party services
such as deck builders.

8

-JC, VG
4) Engineering Standards Specifications
4.1) Safety
Power distribution is a massive safety concern because this project utilizes a
wall-wart power supply for the American standard, 120V, 15A, and 60Hz wall outlet. If a
child were to use the device, lack of power safety precautions could lead to a potentially
fatal accident. The device will have to guard all power systems properly and distribute no
more power than necessary. The wall-wart chosen must meet Underwriters Laboratories
(UL) standards. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) widely accept UL standards as the baseline for
power safety in the US. Companies test devices such as power supplies to make sure they
conform to rigid safety standards and will not malfunction. The first and most important
part of the power safety plan will be to follow these standards. The second will be the
design of a power distribution board with voltage regulators and current-limiting devices.
20

Another safety concern is the moving parts inside the device. If someone were to
get their hair or an article of clothing stuck inside the motor arm, this could cause damage
to them or the device. To ensure that users, who operate the device correctly, are
protected from such events, the motor will be enclosed and inaccessible during operation.
The spring-loaded magazine system may also present the risk of pinching objects or body
parts inside the magazine. Thus, a safety latch will keep the spring compressed while the
user is loading or unloading cards from the magazine.
-JC, VG
4.2) Communication
This project will follow the IEEE wireless networking standard, 802.11ac, for
WiFi capabilities on the Jetson Nano board. Because obtaining information via an API
requires an internet connection, the device must connect via a wired or wireless
connection. The device will require a USB 802.11ac adapter since the Jetson Nano does
not have an onboard WiFi module.
The device will use a universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UART)
standard to communicate with the motor. UART is a serial communication method that
allows for configurable data format and transmission speeds. The most common UART
signal level standards are RS-232 and RS-485 at twelve and five volts, respectively. Since
the Jetson Nano requires five volts, the driver program will communicate with the motor
driver board via RS-485.
-JC, JV
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4.3) Data Formats
In order to comply with most industry standards, the design team will be utilizing
the following set of standards. Firstly, most industries require keywords to be in all
capital letters. Doing so makes it easier to read keywords when parsing through SQL
queries and the database architecture. The database architects of the design team will
keep table names restricted to simple, short, descriptive words, a standard practice. The
designers will use camelCase for attributes requiring more than one word, and these will
be as descriptive as possible without being verbose. All information stored in the
database will be the best-suited data type that can accurately represent it. For example,
the number of cards owned will be an integer, and the names of cards will be strings. All
hardware measurements are in metric units.
-JC, VG
4.4) Design Methods
The design team will utilize a Gantt chart to organize the design timeline. A Gantt
Chart lists out all required tasks and splits those tasks into categories. A horizontal
progress bar tracks the progress of the task on its timeline. Once a designer completes a
task, the vertical bar shows the time the task took to complete. This chart organizes large
design teams, allows for task assignments, and provides estimated timelines to the design
team and clients.
Other design methods include carefully weighing the pros and cons of different
options for the project. The team makes design choices by carefully considering how
each choice will affect the device’s price, efficiency, safety, and user-friendliness. For
instance, the design team chose to use a Jetson Nano rather than design a custom
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embedded system because the Jetson Nano is a low-cost, high-power device with the
capabilities necessary for the project.
-JC, VG
4.5) Programming Languages
The design team will use a mix of C++ and Python for the Card Sifter
subsystem’s control and image processing aspects. The Integrate User Application and
Smart Database are part of a web application that utilizes a combination of HTML, CSS,
PHP, jQuery, Javascript, Bootstrap, and SQL. The lower-level embedded aspects such as
motor and camera control will utilize C++, while the higher-level areas such as image
processing and database interactivity will utilize Python. Python is the preferred language
for these higher-level functions due to existing libraries that support OpenCV, image
processing, HTTP requests for API calls, and SQL usage.
The design team will implement the Smart Database using the SQL language.
SQL is the superior choice for database applications because it is efficient with storage
and structured queries. Using raw text files for this application would be ineffective
because raw text files do not handle duplicates automatically and take up exponentially
more space the more extensive the database becomes. SQL allows for custom fields, data
hiding, encryption, quick queries, space efficiency, and, most importantly, connection to
external tools for data visualization.
-VG, JV
4.6) Connector Standards
The Jetson Nano comes equipped with standard USB 3.0 Type-A ports, a USB
Type-C port, and a MIPI-CSI-2 port. The WiFi adapter plugs into a USB 3.0 Type-A port,
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and the Jetson Nano receives its power from the USB Type-C port. Lastly, the
MIPI-CSI-2 port allows for camera interfacing. Each is the standard, widely accepted
connector for its purpose in this project. Other connectors include the pin header on the
Jetson Nano, which allows for direct connections between the Nano and the main circuit
board. The main circuit board will utilize standard Molex Mircofit connectors for I/O to
and from the Nano and Motor and a standard barrel jack for power.
-JC, JV
5) Accepted Technical Design
5.1) Hardware Design
The hardware for this project will be self-contained inside one unit. This unit will
be a 3D-printed enclosure that will house all electronic components. The device’s
physical size must be large enough to comfortably fit all components and allow for the
minimum working distance of the camera. Since the working distance of the camera is
approximately 70mm, the Jetson Nano measures out to be 100mm x 80mm x 29mm, and
a stack of seventy-five MTG playing cards is 64mm x 89mm x 23mm, the physical
enclosure must be at least 150mm x 100mm x 200mm. In reality, the final design of the
enclosure will be much larger. The electronics for the project consist of five subsystems:
the spring-loaded magazine feeder system, the Jetson Nano 2GB Development Board, the
Main Circuit Board (MCB), a camera, and the motor/roller system.
-JC
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Spring-Loaded Magazine Feeder System (SMFS)
The Spring-Loaded Magazine Feeder System (SMFS) is a mechanical
device that allows users to load up to seventy-five MTG playing cards into the
MTG Card Visualizer. The device is a long rectangle just big enough to slide
cards into an opening on the side. A spring and block system, with a safety latch
to hold it back while loading the cards, sits above the cards to keep them in place
and apply even pressure when loaded. As the device ejects a card, the spring
pushes the block down, keeping all other cards in place. Once the device has
ejected the bottom card, the cards move down to allow the next card to be the new
bottom card. Figure 25 in the Mechanical Sketch section of this report includes a
rough sketch of the SMFS device.
-JC
Jetson Nano 2GB Development Board
The Jetson Nano 2GB Development Board is a prebuilt development
board chosen by the design team to assist with image processing and motor
control. The board contains the functionality for camera interfacing, high-level
image processing, and stepper motor control via General Purpose Input/Output
(GPIO) pins. The board also runs a native Linux OS environment, which allows
the design team to locally host all code and the database directly on the Jetson
Nano. The Nano will interface with all of the electronics in the device via the
MCB. Figure 2 shows the connection between the MCB and the Jetson Nano on
the MCB schematic.
-JC
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Main Circuit Board (MCB)
The Main Circuit Board (MCB) is a custom PCB designed by the
hardware lead that controls power distribution and contains the stepper motor
drive and various I/O. The board contains a barrel jack for a 15V/7A DC power
source to power the entire device. The design team chose this power source
because the electrical components inside the device require a maximum total
current of 7A and the motor requires 15V. The board has two power distribution
circuits. The first is a 5V/3A regulator that brings the 15V down to 5V. This
regulator is necessary because the Jetson Nano requires 5V/3A to operate. Then, a
four-pin Molex Microfit connector connects the Jetson Nano to power and
contains connections for ground and the GPIO pin for motor control. The other
power distribution circuit is a logic level shifter that shifts the 15V input to 3.3V
for the stepper motor driver. This voltage shift is necessary because the stepper
motor driver board requires a 15V and a 3.3V input. Lastly, the board contains a
connector to plug the motor in for both power and control.
Since this is the first revision of the board, more things will likely be
added or changed in the future. However, this board contains the major
subsystems necessary to power all components and control the motor. Figure 2
shows the schematic of the MCB.
-JC
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Figure 2: Main Control Board (MCB) Schematic RevA
To assure that the logic level shifter would provide enough current and
work as expected, the hardware lead ran an LTSpice circuit simulation of the
subcircuit. Figure 3 shows the subcircuit in the simulator, and Figure 4 shows the
results of the simulation. The voltages fall within the necessary range of 3.1-3.3V
when the load current is 20µA, the max current draw of the logic pins on the
motor control board.
-JC
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Figure 3: Logic Level Shifter Circuit in LTSpice Simulator

Figure 4: Simulation Output for Logic Level Shifter Subcircuit
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Camera
The camera for this project is a standard CSI ribbon cable IMX camera
that is compatible with the Jetson Nano. It connects directly to the Jetson Nano,
and the Nano can access it, take photos, and store those photos locally. Aside
from physically connecting the camera to the Jetson Nano and positioning it to
take images of the MTG playing cards, everything relating to the camera is taken
care of in software.
-JC
Motor/Roller System
The motor/roller system consists of a Nema 17 Bipolar Stepper Motor and
an A4988 Stepper Motor Driver Carrier. The driver board is on the MCB, and it
controls the motor’s poles to change its direction, torque, acceleration, and speed.
The Jetson Nano sends pulsed signals via a GPIO pin to the driver board via the
MCB. The motor’s speed relates directly to the frequency of the pulsed signal. A
gear system or wheel will be fitted to the motor’s shaft and placed below the
SMFS so that when the motor receives the pulse signal and turns on, it will eject a
card from the device.
-JC
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Figures 5 and 6 show the overall device level 0 and level 1 block diagrams. The
level 1 block diagram breaks the level 0 block diagram into the three major subsystems of
the project. Tables 2 through 5 outline the individual modules’ inputs, outputs, and
functionality in the level 0 and 1 block diagrams.

Figure 5: Level 0 Block Diagram of the System
Table 2: Overall System Functionality Table
Module

MTG Card Virtualizer

Designer

Jacen Conlan; Vincent Garbonick; Jaret Varn

Inputs

● A stack of Magic: The Gathering cards
● 120V, 60W Power
● Internet connection

Outputs

● A stack of Magic: The Gathering cards
● Full database and integrated user application functionality

Functionality

Accepts a stack of MTG cards and sifts through them one by one
using a camera to identify each card. Each identified card is sent to the
Smart Database and is stored in a virtual library, which the user can
parse via an integrated user application.
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Figure 6: Level 1 Block Diagram of the System
Table 3: Card Sifter Functionality Table
Module

Card Sifter

Designer

Jacen Conlan

Inputs

● A stack of Magic: The Gathering cards
● 120V, 60W Power

Outputs

● A stack of Magic: The Gathering cards
● WiFi or Bluetooth signal connecting to the Smart Database

Functionality

Accepts a stack of MTG cards and sifts through them one by one
using a camera to identify each card. Ejects each card and sends data
to the Smart Database.

Table 4: Smart Database Functionality Table
Module

Smart Database

Designer

Vincent Garbonick; Jaret Varn

Inputs

● WiFi or Bluetooth signal from the Card Sifter.
● Retailer price information.

Outputs

● List of cards in a virtual library

Functionality

Stores a list of cards scanned by the card sifter in a virtual library
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Table 5: Integrated User Application Functionality Table
Module

Integrated User Application

Designer

Vincent Garbonick; Jaret Varn

Inputs

● A virtual library created by the Smart Database.
● WiFi or Bluetooth Signal

Outputs

● User interface
● Retailer price information
● Owned cards

Functionality

Interacts with the Smart Database to sort cards, price check, and aid in
deck building. Includes a user-friendly interface.

Figure 7 shows the level 2 block diagram of only the hardware design of the
project. The Software Design section of this report contains the level 2 information for
the software in this project. The level 2 block diagram breaks the card sifter into its five
subsystems outlined above. Tables 6 through 10 outline the individual modules’ inputs,
outputs, and functionality in the level 2 block diagram.

Figure 7: Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram of the System
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Table 6: Spring-Loaded Magazine Feeder System Functionality Table
Module

Spring-Loaded Magazine Feeder System

Designer

Jacen Conlan

Inputs

● A stack of Magic: The Gathering cards

Outputs

● A stack of Magic: The Gathering cards
○ Ejected from the feeder system one-by-one

Functionality

The SMFS is loaded with up to seventy-five MTG playing cards with
a spring and block system to keep the cards in place. Then the user
inserts it into the MTG Card Virtualizer above the camera and
motor/roller system. As the device runs, the cards loaded into the
magazine are ejected one-by-one.

Table 7: Camera Functionality Table
Module

Camera

Designer

Waveshare

Implementer

Jacen Conlan; Jaret Varn

Inputs

● Power from the Jetson Nano.
● The view of a card from the SMFS

Outputs

● An image of a card

Functionality

The camera receives power from the Jetson Nano and sits below the
SFMS such that it can see the card at the bottom of the feeder system.
The camera then takes a photo of the bottom card and sends the image
to the Jetson Nano.

Table 8: Jetson Nano Functionality Table
Module

Jetson Nano

Designer

Nvidia

Implementer

Jacen Conlan; Jaret Varn

Inputs

● 5V 3A Power from the MCB
● An image of a card from the camera

Outputs

● Power to the camera
● GPIO pulsed signal to the MCB
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Functionality

The Jetson Nano functionally runs most of the code for this project. In
terms of software, it runs image recognition, database management,
and the IUA. In terms of hardware, the Nano receives 5V/3A power
from the MCB and powers the camera. It receives an image of the
most recently scanned card from the camera and sends a pulsed signal
to the MCB via its GPIO pins to control the motor.

Table 9: Main Circuit Board (MCB) Functionality Table
Module

Main Circuit Board (MCB)

Designer

Jacen Conlan

Inputs

● 15V 7A Power from the AC->DC Converter
● GPIO Signal from the Jetson Nano

Outputs

● 5V 3A Power to Jetson Nano
● 15V 4A Power to Motor
● Motor Signalling to Motor

Functionality

The MCB receives 15V/7A power from the AC->DC converter power
supply and, via power distribution circuits, provides 5V/3A to the
Jetson Nano and 15V/4A to the motor. Using the GPIO signal it
receives from the Jetson Nano, the MCB utilizes an onboard stepper
motor control board to signal the motor to turn on.

Table 10: Motor/Roller System Functionality Table
Module

Motor/Roller System

Designer

Jacen Conlan

Inputs

● 15V 4A from the MCB
● Motor Signalling from the MCB

Outputs

● Imaged card

Functionality

The motor/roller system receives 15V/4A power and a pulsed signal
from the MCB. This pulsed signal is the step control function initially
sent from the Jetson Nano to the MCB through the stepper motor
control board. This signal causes the motor to spin for a specific
amount of time and eject a card. The motor then ejects the imaged
card from the device into a container for ejected cards.

-JC
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5.2) Software Design
The software for this project consists of two major components. The first is the
code that controls the Jetson Nano 2GB Development Board. This program is a state
machine responsible for taking images, image processing, motor control, and database
management. Specific scenarios will interrupt this sequence, such as an error state, a
user-initiated search function, or a manual stop. These instances will require manual user
intervention to continue. If the magazine runs out of cards, the sequence will be
interrupted until the user inserts a new stack of cards. The flowchart seen in Figure 8
visualizes the general state machine.

Figure 8: State Machine Flowchart for Jetson Nano Code
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The second major software component is the Integrated User Application (IUA).
This application will visualize all the aggregate data collected from the device. The IUA
will have visualization, organization, and search functionality. Some examples include
sorting cards by name or price and saving groups of cards into collections. The user can
then select to view their collections in a central section via list or gallery view. If a user
selects a specific card in the collection, the app will display more detailed information
about that specific card in a sidebar section on the right. The user will also have the
option to sort their collection by parameters such as card’s name, quantity owned, and
current market value. Figure 9 shows the original visual mock-up of such an application.

Figure 9: First Mock-Up Draft of the Integrated User Application
The project’s code is in the Appendix of this report to keep the Software Design
section of the report as clean as possible. The software consists of five subsystems: image
recognition, motor control, API calls, the database (back-end), and the Integrated User
Application (front-end).
-JC, VG, JV
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Image Recognition
The Jetson Nano will perform image recognition using Python libraries,
including Python Image Library (PIL) and Pytesseract. The project utilizes
Google’s open-source Tesseract Optical Character Recognition (OCR) engine for
text and character recognition. The device goes through a meticulous step-by-step
process to perform image recognition.
First, the camera takes a photo of the card at the bottom of the feeder and
stores it in a temporary storage location on the Jetson Nano. Next, the Nano
applies greyscale and noise reduction filters to the image for easier character
recognition. Then two sub-images are cropped from the original image based on
two predefined areas of interest. The Nano must crop two sub-images because
two of the four possible input cases allow the camera to see the card’s name.
Figure 10 visualizes these areas of interest as yellow boxes at the top and bottom
of each card. The image cropped from the bottom of the card is rotated 180
degrees, and the nano processes each image using OCR. The Nano then calls the
API and searches for any text recognized from either image. If the API does not
return a result within an acceptable similarity ratio, the system will enter an error
state and notify the user that the card cannot be recognized. If the API returns an
existing matching card, the database code will take the necessary steps to update
the database with the scanned card. Figure 11 outlines this process via a
flowchart.
-JV
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Figure 10: Areas of Interest for Two Input Cases

Figure 11: Image Recognition Flowchart -VG, JV
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Motor Control
Once a card has undergone image recognition, the device must eject it
using the stepper motor. To control the stepper motor, the Jetson Nano emits a
square wave step signal from one of its GPIO pins, where each pulse corresponds
to one step of the motor. The higher the frequency of this signal, the faster the
motor will spin. However, because of the size of the motor, this frequency is
limited to approximately 5kHz. The example program in Appendix Figure XX
demonstrates sending square waves of varying frequencies by toggling the Jetson
Nano GPIO pins to logic high or logic low. The spin duration depends on how
long the Jetson Nano sends the signal to the motor.
-JV
Application Programming Interface (API)
API selection is a critical component of design projects that utilize
third-party pricing data. One reason it is so essential is that some APIs charge
money to use them. The two most prominent Magic: The Gathering card pricing
APIs are TCGPlayer and Scryfall. TCGplayer requires special permissions from
its developers to obtain an auth token and costs money to integrate into a project.
An auth token is a virtual string that tells an API that the user is authorized to
make requests. Alternatively, Scryfall does not require an auth token and does not
charge for project integration. However, Scryfall does rate limit pings within a
10ms window. The program will only ping the server when initializing on startup
or if the user requests a refresh of the market value of their collection. Thus, this
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limitation will not restrict the application. Figure 12 shows a simple visualization
of how calling an API works.
-VG

Figure 12: Visualization of API Calls
When performing image recognition, the API will search for the processed
text from the card, utilizing a feature of Scryfall’s API called “fuzzy search.”
Scryfall does not provide details on how the algorithm behind this search works,
only that it will return a card object “if the server is confident that [the user]
unambiguously identified a unique name with [the user’s] string” (Scryfall). One
potential issue with this method is that the API could be too generous with
matches. Since the API’s search function is closed-source, there is no way of
controlling the level of ambiguity allowed. Because of this, incorrect matches
may occur if the device is not able to provide enough information. For example, if
the Jetson Nano’s text recognition only obtains partial text reconstruction from a
card resulting in adaf, the API will return the card Hada Freeblade since the
partial string is in the middle of the card’s name. Unfortunately, this match is
subjectively not close enough and may not be the user’s card; thus, the code will
40

perform one last check.

To ensure that the returned card matches the card

searched, the Jetson Nano compares the returned and searched name using the
Python library, Difflib. Difflib compares the two strings and returns a value of
closeness. If they are not within a predefined, accepted value of closeness, the
program will reject the result and treat the card as one that cannot be scanned or
has no matches.
Combining the API’s fuzzy search with similarity checking allows for
more than enough error correction in the text recognition. One example of this
error correction is if the text recognition obtains ildcal from a card. Since this
string has one missing letter at the start and end of the card’s name, the API would
return the card Wildcall, as shown in Figure 13. Next, the program compares the
string and the card’s name and returns a similarity ratio within the acceptable
closeness value, as shown in Figure 14. Returning to the previous example of adaf
returning the card, Hada Freeblade, the similarity ratio is only 0.333 repeating, as
shown in Figure 15. Since this value is below the acceptable closeness value, the
device will mark the card as unreadable and not add it to the database.

Figure 13: Fuzzy Search for “ildcal” via API Call
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Figure 14: Difflib Comparison of “ildcal” to “Wildcard”

Figure 15: Difflib Comparison of “adaf” to “Hada Freeblade”
-JV
The database will also call the API to obtain high-resolution images of
cards, price data, and other information about MTG cards. When the program
calls the API, the API returns a bulky JSON file from the Scryfall website. Figure
16 shows a single entry from this JSON file.
In reality, the file contains tens of thousands of entries that can take hours
to download and parse. Thus, the database will preload the information that may
be necessary for the future, such as card images, names, and prices, and reference
it locally. Preloading this information allows the user to sidestep calling the API
each time they want to update the images or pricing information of their cards.
Instead, the server that hosts the database can periodically refresh the locally
hosted information by calling the API once per day. Figure 17 shows the
functional flowchart for the PHP file that calls the API.
-VG
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Figure 16: Single Entry in the JSON File Downloaded via API Call
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Figure 17: Functional Flowchart for call-API.php -VG
Database (Back-End)
Another subsystem of the software is the database itself. The database will
utilize a simple SQL structure, running on a MySQL server. Since the Jetson
Nano’s operating system uses the Linux kernel and Linux natively supports
real-time SQL servers, SQL is the obvious design choice. The database will store
the name, quantity owned, and the current market value of each card. The name
will be the primary key, and the price will come from an external pricing
application programming interface (API).
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Using SQL queries, the program first creates the database via the CREATE
DATABASE keyword. Then it creates a sub-table via the CREATE TABLE
keyword. The attribute cardName can be a string up to thirty characters long and
is called the primary key. Because it is the primary key, SQL can internally handle
various operations using the cardName attribute. The program defines cardName
as both UNIQUE and NOT NULL, which means that the user must enter at least
one valid card name. The qty attribute, which defines the total number owned of a
particular card, is similar in that it must contain a value, but it does not need to be
unique.
The SQL server will run this section of code containing the SQL queries at
launch to check if a database already exists and to build one if it does not. The
SQL server is currently running phpMyAdmin, allowing users to upload
information to a database hosted on a specific server and then query it by passing
it PHP strings. To test and demonstrate the database, the program utilizes the
keyword insert into and a list of dummy information to load test cards into the
database. When connected to the finished device, insert into will be used to add
scanned cards to the database. Figure 18 shows the program containing the SQL
queries needed to build the database, and Figure 19 shows the dummy
information stored in the phpMyAdmin on the localhost.
-VG
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Figure 18: SQL Queries to Build the Database

Figure 19: phpMyAdmin Running on localhost
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Integrated User Application (Front-End)
Standard HTML code handles the database’s front-end to create the
Integrated User Application (IUA). The program utilizes a Bootstrap Constant
Delivery Network (CDN) to sidestep the need to download massive files
containing the information necessary for the bootstrap of the project. A bootstrap
allows the website to be scalable and mobile-friendly so anyone can use it on any
device. Figure 20 shows the test database’s homepage, which contains a title,
subtitle, logo, and multiple options in the form of buttons.

Figure 20: Homepage of Test Database
The “Table Viewer” is a PHP file that creates an HTML page on load and
then constructs the main table based on the list of names in the database. It queries
the phpMyAdmin host and pulls the stored names of all the cards on the database.
Then, it iterates through the names and creates a table, storing each name. If a
user clicks on one of the rows in the table, a jQuery function searches the image
directory for that card. Once it finds the image, it displays it on the screen so the
user can see their card. Figure 21 shows the table viewer webpage created for the
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test database, and Figure 22 shows the functional block diagram of the table
viewer PHP file and webpage.

Figure 21: Table Viewer Webpage with Card Selected

Figure 22: Functional Block Diagram of table-viewer.php -VG
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The final visual part of the database code is the “Visual spoiler.” The
“Visual Spoiler” is another PHP file that constructs an HTML webpage that
visualizes user-owned cards on the screen. The program loads the images by
searching the image directory for the names contained in the phpMyAdmin
database. When it sees a match between a name record in the database and an
image, it populates the webpage with that image. It continues to do this until there
are no more cards to display. The visual spoiler is helpful for users who prefer to
search for their card visually rather than by name. Figure 23 shows the visual
spoiler of the test database, and Figure 24 shows the flowchart for the visual
spoiler PHP file and webpage.

Figure 23: Visual Spoiler of Test Database
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Figure 24: Flowchart for visual-spoiler.php -VG
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6) Mechanical Sketch
Figure 25 shows the mechanical sketch of the design. The 3D-Printed enclosure
will house the electronics and contain all necessary input/output ports for device
connectivity. A spring-loaded magazine system containing Magic: The Gathering cards
slots into the upper section of the device and rests on the motor/roller system. The Main
Circuit Board provides power to all components then sends and receives all motor control
signals via the Jetson Nano. The Jetson Nano and Main Circuit Board sit on standoffs that
are a part of the enclosure. Lastly, the camera sits on a shelf inside the enclosure, pointed
up directly at the cards so that it can take images at a proper viewing angle.

Figure 25: Cross Section Mechanical Sketch of the MTG Card Virtualizer
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8) Parts List

Figure 26: DT17 Tentative Parts List

Figure 27: DT17 Tentative Parts Budget
-JC
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9) Project Schedules

Figure 28: Design Team 17 - Gantt Chart
-JC
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11) Appendix
<html>
<head>
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.4.1/css/bootstrap.min.cs
s">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="home.css">
<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.googleapis.com">
<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.gstatic.com" crossorigin>
<link
href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Raleway:wght@200&display=sw
ap" rel="stylesheet">
<link rel="shortcut icon" type="image/jpg" href="origin-symbol.png"/>
<link
href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Cormorant:wght@500&display=
swap" rel="stylesheet">
<title>Developer</title>
</head>
<body>
<div class="container-fluid header-box">
<h1 class="text-center header-text"> Developer Mode</h1>
<h1 class="text-center header-secondary-text">Repeatedly attempting to
query Scryfall will make them mad </h1>
<h1 class="text-center header-secondary-text">If they get mad enough,
they may try to kill the development team</h1>
</div>
<form class="text-center center" action="call-API.php" method="post">
<button class="btn-hover color-3" id="update-info-button"
name="update-info-button">Update Information</button>
</form>
<form class="text-center center" action="call-API.php" method="post">
<button class="btn-hover color-5" id="process-image-button"
name="process-image-button">Refresh Images</button>
</form>
<form class="text-center center" action="call-API.php" method="post">
<button class="btn-hover color-4" id="price-button"
name="price-button">Refresh Prices</button>
</form>
</div>
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<div class="footer footer-box text-center">
<a href="home.html">
<img class="center" src="origin-symbol.png" style="height: 150px;
width:auto;">
</a>
<p class="footer-text">Brought to you by DT17</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>

Appendix Figure 1: Developer.html
<html>
<head>
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.4.1/css/bootstrap.min.cs
s">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="home.css">
<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.googleapis.com">
<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.gstatic.com" crossorigin>
<link
href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Raleway:wght@200&display=sw
ap" rel="stylesheet">
<link rel="shortcut icon" type="image/jpg" href="origin-symbol.png"/>
<link
href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Cormorant:wght@500&display=
swap" rel="stylesheet">
<title>Home</title>
</head>
<body>
<div class="container-fluid header-box">
<h1 class="text-center header-text"> Welcome to the database</h1>
<h1 class="text-center header-secondary-text"> How would you like to
view your cards?</h1>
</div>
<div class="container-fluid text-center">
<form action="table-viewer.php" method="post">
<button class="btn-hover color-1">List View</button>
</form>
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<form action="visual-spoiler.php" method="post">
<button class="btn-hover color-2">Visual Spoiler</button>
</form>
<button onclick="window.location.href='developer.html'"
class="btn-hover color-3">Developer Mode</button>
</div>
<div class="footer footer-box text-center">
<a href="home.html">
<img class="center" src="origin-symbol.png" style="height: 150px;
width:auto;">
</a>
<p class="footer-text">Brought to you by DT17</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>

Appendix Figure 2: home.html
.header-box
{
box-shadow: 0 3px 10px rgb(0 0 0 / 0.2);
}
.developer-form-box
{
box-shadow: 0 3px 10px rgb(0 0 0 / 0.2);
width: fit-content;
block-size: fit-content;
font-family: 'Raleway', sans-serif;
}
.developer-text
{
font-family: 'Raleway', sans-serif;
font-size: 20px;
font-weight: bold;
}
*
{
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-webkit-box-sizing: border-box;
-moz-box-sizing: border-box;
box-sizing: border-box;
}
.btn-hover
{
width: 200px;
font-size: 16px;
font-weight: 600;
font-family: 'Raleway', sans-serif;
color: #fff;
cursor: pointer;
margin: 20px;
height: 55px;
text-align:center;
border: none;
background-size: 300% 100%;
border-radius: 50px;
moz-transition: all .4s ease-in-out;
-o-transition: all .4s ease-in-out;
-webkit-transition: all .4s ease-in-out;
transition: all .4s ease-in-out;
}
.btn-hover:hover
{
background-position: 100% 0;
moz-transition: all .4s ease-in-out;
-o-transition: all .4s ease-in-out;
-webkit-transition: all .4s ease-in-out;
transition: all .4s ease-in-out;
}
.btn-hover:focus
{
outline: none;
}
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.btn-hover.color-1 {
background-image: linear-gradient(to right, #25aae1, #40e495, #30dd8a,
#2bb673);
box-shadow: 0 4px 15px 0 rgba(49, 196, 190, 0.75);
}

.btn-hover.color-2
{
background-image: linear-gradient(to right, #f5ce62, #e43603, #fa7199,
#e85a19);
box-shadow: 0 4px 15px 0 rgba(229, 66, 10, 0.75);
}

.btn-hover.color-3
{
background-image: linear-gradient(to right, #6253e1, #852D91, #A3A1FF,
#F24645);
box-shadow: 0 4px 15px 0 rgba(126, 52, 161, 0.75);
}
.btn-hover.color-4
{
background-image: linear-gradient(to right, #eb3941, #f15e64, #e14e53,
#e2373f);
box-shadow: 0 5px 15px rgba(242, 97, 103, .4);
}
.btn-hover.color-5
{
background-image: linear-gradient(to right, #25aae1, #4481eb, #04befe,
#3f86ed);
box-shadow: 0 4px 15px 0 rgba(65, 132, 234, 0.75);
}
.footer
{
position:fixed;
bottom:0;
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left:0;
}
@media only screen and (max-height: 740px)
{
.footer
{
position:relative;
}
}
.sidebar-left
{
/*background-color: red;*/
box-shadow: 0 3px 10px rgb(0 0 0 / 0.2);
float:left;
height: 100%;
width:300px;
}
.sidebar-right
{
box-shadow: 0 3px 10px rgb(0 0 0 / 0.2);
float:right;
height: 100%;
width:400px;
}
.sidebar-image
{
padding-top: 10px;
height: 150px;
width:auto;
display: block;
margin-left: auto;
margin-right: auto;
}
@media only screen and (max-width: 600px)
{
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.sidebar-left
{
float:none;
width:100%;
height:auto;
word-wrap:break-word;
display:flex !important;
flex-direction: column !important;
}
}
@media only screen and (max-width: 900px)
{
.sidebar-right
{
float:none;
width:100%;
height:0px;
word-wrap:break-word;
display:none !important;
}
}
@media only screen and (max-width: 600px)
{
.sidebar-image
{
padding-top: 5px;
padding-bottom: 5px;
}
}
.footer-box
{
height: auto;
width: 100%;
}
.header-text
{
font-family: 'Raleway', sans-serif;
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font-size: 70px;
}
.header-secondary-text
{
font-family: 'Raleway', sans-serif;
font-size: 25px;
}
.footer-text
{
font-family: 'Raleway', sans-serif;
color: gray;
font-size: 15px;
}
.center
{
display: block;
margin-left: auto;
margin-right: auto;
}
.my-custom-scrollbar
{
position: relative;
height: 100%;
overflow: auto;
}
.table-wrapper-scroll-y
{
display: block;
}
.table-header-text
{
font-weight: bold;
/*font-family:'Gill Sans', 'Gill Sans MT', Calibri, 'Trebuchet MS',
sans-serif;*/
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font-family: 'Cormorant', serif;
font-size: 25px;
}
tr.highlight:hover
{
/*background: #EDB01C !important;*/
background: linear-gradient(to right, #25aae1, #40e495, #30dd8a,
#2bb673);
color:#FFF;
cursor: pointer;
}
.sidebar-image-spec
{
width: 350px;
height: auto;
}

Appendix Figure 3: Stylesheet for all aspects of the project
<?php
// success flag. If it works, redirect the user. If it fails, print
out error to them.
$success = false;
$message = "test";
$bulkJsonName = "art-and-names.json";
// Useage: Downloads the bulk JSON art file from scryfall
// Precondition: None
// Postcondition: File with json information on each card artwork
if(isset($_POST["update-info-button"]))
{
// bulk list of cards
//
https://c2.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-bulk/default-cards/default-cards-202
11110100240.json
// unique artwork
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//
https://c2.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-bulk/unique-artwork/unique-artwork-2
0211110101336.json
// set a high memory limit since this is a huge file
ini_set('memory_limit','500M');
$url =
"https://c2.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-bulk/unique-artwork/unique-artwork20211110101336.json";
if(file_put_contents($bulkJsonName, file_get_contents($url)))
{
header("Location: developer.html");
}
else
{
echo("Bad download response, something is wrong.");
}
}
elseif(isset($_POST["process-image-button"]))
{
// set a high memory limit since this file is huge
ini_set('memory_limit','500M');
// to prevent timeout
ini_set('max_execution_time', '0');
// check if directory exists and make one if needed
if(!file_exists("./img"))
{
mkdir("./img", 0777);
}
/*
This is what the json object for all the names and arts looks like
[
{json object},
{json object},
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...
{last json object}
]
we are look at this file like a plaintext file, removing the comma
at the end,
then decoding the file as json. we must remove the comma or else
an error will be thrown
*/
$file = fopen($bulkJsonName, "r");
if($file)
{
while(!feof($file))
{
$line = fgets($file);
// we are getting rid of the comma at the end of each json
line so the json is
// not malformed, which can cause failed decodes
// the comma is the second to last value in the string for
some strange reason
$line = substr_replace($line,"",-2);
$line = json_decode($line, TRUE);
//TODO: GET FINAL CARD WORKING
if($line)
{
$imgName = $line["name"];
// if there is a // in the name (like some adventure
cards), fix
if(strpos($imgName, "//"))
{
$imgName = str_replace("//", "", $imgName);
}
$url = $line["image_uris"]["small"];
//echo $url;
//echo "<br>";
// if we don't have an image URL, that means the card
is double faced
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if(!$url)
{
// TODO: GET DOUBLE FACED CARDS WORKING
// just set it to fury sliver for now
$url =
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/small/front/0/0/0000579f-7b35
-4ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe.jpg?1562894979";
// we are going to have to replace the double
slashes in the name too
// WE WILL HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT THIS WHEN MATCHING
THE CARDNAME
$imgName = str_replace("//", "", $imgName);
//echo "./img/" . $imgName . ".jpg";
//echo "<br>";
//echo "DOUBLE FACED CARD DETECTED";
//echo "<br>";
//echo $url;
//echo "<br>";
}
file_put_contents("./img/" . $imgName . ".jpg" ,
file_get_contents($url));
}
}
echo "ALL DONE";
fclose($file);
}
}
elseif(isset($_POST["price-button"]))
{
echo "price";
}
else
{
echo "uh oh";
}
?>

Appendix Figure 4: Source code for call-Interface.php
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<html>
<head>
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.4.1/css/bootstrap.min.cs
s">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="home.css">
<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.googleapis.com">
<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.gstatic.com" crossorigin>
<link
href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Raleway:wght@200&display=sw
ap" rel="stylesheet">
<link rel="shortcut icon" type="image/jpg" href="origin-symbol.png"/>
<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.googleapis.com">
<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.gstatic.com" crossorigin>
<link
href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Cormorant:wght@500&display=
swap" rel="stylesheet">
<script
src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.5.1/jquery.min.js"></s
cript>
<script>
$(document).ready(function()
{
var smallImgDir = "./demo-img/demo-img-med/";
var rowInfo = "";
var filePath = "";
$("tr").click(function()
{
rowInfo = $(this).find("th#cardNameRow").text();
filePath = smallImgDir + rowInfo + ".jpg";
//alert(filePath);
$("#sidebarImage").attr("src", filePath);
});
});
</script>
<title>Table Viewer</title>
</head>
<body>
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<div class="sidebar-left">
<a href="home.html">
<img class="sidebar-image" src="origin-symbol.png">
</a>
<form action="visual-spoiler.php">
<button class="btn-hover color-2 center">Visual Spoiler</button>
</form>
<button class="btn-hover color-3 center">Refresh Prices</button>
</div>
<div class="sidebar-right text-center">
<img src="./demo-img/demo-img-med/Flickerwisp.jpg" class="center
sidebar-image-spec" style="padding-top: 10px;" id="sidebarImage">
</div>
<div class="text-center" style="font-family: 'Raleway', sans-serif;">
<div class="table-wrapper-scroll-y my-custom-scrollbar">
<!-- TODO: GET FILTER/SEARCH TABLE STUFF, USING EITHER
BOOTSTRAP OR SOMETHING ELSE -->
<table class="table table-responsive table-bordered
table-striped mb-0" style="font-family: 'Raleway', sans-serif">
<thead>
<tr>
<th class="table-header-text" scope="col">Card Name</th>
<th class="table-header-text" scope="col">Quantity</th>
<th class="table-header-text" scope="col">Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<?php
$hostname = "localhost";
$username = "root";
$pass = "";
$dbName = "magic";
$tableName = "mtgcards";
$conn = mysqli_connect($hostname, $username, $pass,
$dbName);
$query = "SELECT * FROM $tableName";
$result = mysqli_query($conn,$query);
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$row = mysqli_fetch_array($result);
$num_rows = mysqli_num_rows($result);
$num_fields = mysqli_num_fields($result);
for ($row_num = 0; $row_num < $num_rows; $row_num++) {
print "<tr align = 'center' class=\"highlight\">";
$values = array_values($row);
for ($index = 0; $index < $num_fields; $index++){
$value = htmlspecialchars($values[2 * $index +
1]);
if($index != 0)
{
print "<th>" . $value . "</th> ";
}
else
{
// first index will be name...tag with
cardNameRow so we can grab with jQuery
print "<th id=\"cardNameRow\">" . $value .
"</th> ";
}
}
print "</tr>";
$row = mysqli_fetch_array($result);
}
// TODO: some kind of export to text function
?>
</tbody>
</table>
</div>
</div>
</body>
</html>

Appendix Figure 5: table-viewer.php source code
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<html>
<head>
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.4.1/css/bootstrap.min.cs
s">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="home.css">
<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.googleapis.com">
<link rel="preconnect" href="https://fonts.gstatic.com" crossorigin>
<link
href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Raleway:wght@200&display=sw
ap" rel="stylesheet">
<link rel="shortcut icon" type="image/jpg" href="origin-symbol.png"/>
<link
href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css2?family=Cormorant:wght@500&display=
swap" rel="stylesheet">
<title>Visual Spoiler</title>
</head>
<body>
<div class="sidebar-left">
<a href="home.html">
<img class="sidebar-image" src="origin-symbol.png">
</a>
<form action="table-viewer.php">
<button class="btn-hover color-1 center">List View</button>
</form>
</div>
<div class="container-fluid">
<?php
$hostname = "localhost";
$username = "root";
$pass = "";
$dbName = "magic";
$tableName = "mtgcards";
$conn = mysqli_connect($hostname, $username, $pass, $dbName);
$query = "SELECT cardName FROM $tableName";
// get array of all names
$result = mysqli_query($conn,$query);
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// loop through all names
$smallImgDir = "./demo-img/demo-img-small/";
// $smallImgDir = "./img/"; // for the "shipped mode" of the
project
$imgDir = scandir($smallImgDir);
$i = 0;
while($name = mysqli_fetch_array($result))
{
// echo $name["cardName"];
// echo "<br>";
// search through image repo
// TODO: better search algorithm
while($i < sizeof($imgDir))
{
if(substr($imgDir[$i],0,-4) == $name["cardName"])
{
// build name
$imgSourceName = "\"" . $smallImgDir . $imgDir[$i] .
"\"";
echo "<img src=$imgSourceName>";
break;
}
$i++;
}
$i = 0;
}
//TODO: infinite scroll
?>
<!-- <img class="center" src="./demo-img/demo-img-small/Trained
Caracal.jpg" style="height: 150px; width:auto;"> -->
</div>
</body>
</html>

Appendix Figure 6: Visual Spoiler.php
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import PIL.ImageFilter
import requests, json, urllib.request, os, time
from PIL import Image, ImageOps
import difflib
import pytesseract
pytesseract.pytesseract.tesseract_cmd = "tesseract"

Appendix Figure 7: Libraries Used for Text Recognition
def getCardDetails(name):
r =
requests.get(f"https://api.scryfall.com/cards/named?fuzzy={name.replace('
', '+')}")
time.sleep(0.05)
if r.status_code == 200:
requestData = r.text
requestJSON = json.loads(requestData)
if requestJSON["name"] != name:
print(f"WARNING: API card name {requestJSON['name']} does not
match {name}.")
matchRatio = difflib.SequenceMatcher(None, name,
requestJSON["name"]).ratio()
if matchRatio > 0.25:
print(f"ERROR: Resulting name ratio difference is too
high: {matchRatio}")
return (matchRatio, "Bad match ratio")
return (r.status_code, requestJSON)
else:
return (r.status_code, "Bad status code")

Appendix Figure 8: API Search for Card Names
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def textRecognitionDemo():
# Get demo images
images = []
recognized = []
for (paths, names, files) in os.walk("DemoCards"):
print("Input image files:\n", files)
for i in files:
images.append(Image.open(f"DemoCards/{i}"))
break
for i in images:
# We need to do some pre image processing to clean them up a bit
width, height = i.size
verticalCrop = height / 10
topCropImage = i.crop((42, 34, width - 120, verticalCrop))
topCropImage = topCropImage.convert('1') # Convert to black and
white
topCropImage = topCropImage.filter(PIL.ImageFilter.MedianFilter())
# Filter out grainyness
bottomCropImage = i.crop((124, height - verticalCrop + 2, width 36, height - 36))
bottomCropImage = bottomCropImage.convert('1')
bottomCropImage =
bottomCropImage.filter(PIL.ImageFilter.MedianFilter())
bottomCropImage = bottomCropImage.rotate(180)
savePathTop = i.filename.replace("DemoCards/", "DemoCards/Temp/")
savePathTop = savePathTop.replace(".jpeg", "-processed.jpeg")
savePathBottom = i.filename.replace("DemoCards/",
"DemoCards/Temp/")
savePathBottom = savePathBottom.replace(".jpeg",
"-bottom-processed.jpeg")
if not os.path.isdir("DemoCards/Temp"):
os.mkdir("DemoCards/Temp")
topCropImage.save(savePathTop)
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bottomCropImage.save(savePathBottom)

recognized.append(pytesseract.image_to_string(topCropImage).split('\n')[0]
)
recognized.append(pytesseract.image_to_string(bottomCropImage).split('\n')
[0])
print(f"Recognized text from images:\n{recognized}\n")

return recognized

Appendix Figure 9: Text Recognition Demo Code
def getSampleCards():
#IDs of cards to download
IDs = [
"0000579f-7b35-4ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe", # Fury Sliver
"0000cd57-91fe-411f-b798-646e965eec37", # Siren Lookout
"0001f1ef-b957-4a55-b47f-14839cdbab6f", # Venerable Knight
"00020b05-ecb9-4603-8cc1-8cfa7a14befc"

# Wildcall

]
if not os.path.isdir("DemoCards"):
os.mkdir("DemoCards")
with open("ExampleCardObjects.json", mode="r") as file:
demoJSON = json.loads(file.read())
for entries in demoJSON:
if entries["id"] in IDs:
# Download image if it doesn't exist yet
name = fr"DemoCards/{entries['name']}.jpeg"
if not os.path.exists(name):
try:
imageURL = entries["image_uris"]["normal"]
except KeyError:
print(f"No normal image for {entries['name']}"
print(f"Downloading {name}")
with urllib.request.urlopen(imageURL) as download:
downloadContent = download.read()
print(f"Writing file {name}")
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with open(name, mode="wb") as imageFile:
imageFile.write(downloadContent)
else:
print(f"{name} already exists")
# Make a 180 degree rotated image copy
if not os.path.exists(f"{name.strip('.jpeg')}
Rotated.jpeg"):
originalImage = Image.open(name)
rotatedImage = originalImage.rotate(180)
rotatedImage.save(f"{name.strip('.jpeg')}
Rotated.jpeg")
print(f"Writing file {name} Rotated")
else:
print(f"{name} Rotated already exists")

Appendix Figure 10: Get Card Images from API (Demo Code)
if __name__ == "__main__":
getSampleCards()
card_titles = textRecognitionDemo()
for i in card_titles:
try:
APILookup = getCardDetails(i)
if APILookup[0] == 200:
print()
print(APILookup[1]['name'])
print(APILookup[1]['prices'])
print(json.dumps(APILookup[1], indent=1))
print()
else:
print(f"No API search result for {i}")
except KeyError:
pass

Appendix Figure 11: Main Function for Text Recognition
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import nanocamera, math, time
import Jetson.GPIO as GPIO
# GLOBAL CONSTANTS
STEP_PIN = 15
# Call to send a step pulse on STEP_PIN for a specified duration at a
given frequency to run a stepper motor
def run_motor(duration = 1, freq = 2000):
step_iterations = freq * math.floor(duration / 2)
period = 1 / freq
print("Running motor at", freq, "Hz for approximately", duration,
"seconds.")
start_time = time.time()
for i in range(0, step_iterations):
GPIO.output(STEP_PIN, GPIO.LOW)
time.sleep(period)
GPIO.output(STEP_PIN, GPIO.HIGH)
time.sleep(period)
GPIO.output(STEP_PIN, GPIO.LOW)
end_time = time.time()
print("Runtime =", end_time - start_time, "\n")
if __name__ == "__main__":
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BOARD)
GPIO.setup(STEP_PIN, GPIO.OUT)
for j in range(1000, 4000, 500):
run_motor(5, j)
time.sleep(0.5)
print("Done")
GPIO.output(STEP_PIN, GPIO.LOW)
GPIO.cleanup()

Appendix Figure 12: Motor Control Demo Code
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[
{
"note" : "THIS FILE IS JUST AN EXAMPLE OF SOME SCRYFALL CARD
OBJECT ENTRIES. AND FOR USE IN DEMO",
"object": "card",
"id": "0000579f-7b35-4ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe",
"oracle_id": "44623693-51d6-49ad-8cd7-140505caf02f",
"multiverse_ids": [
109722
],
"mtgo_id": 25527,
"mtgo_foil_id": 25528,
"tcgplayer_id": 14240,
"cardmarket_id": 13850,
"name": "Fury Sliver",
"lang": "en",
"released_at": "2006-10-06",
"uri":
"https://api.scryfall.com/cards/0000579f-7b35-4ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe",
"scryfall_uri":
"https://scryfall.com/card/tsp/157/fury-sliver?utm_source=api",
"layout": "normal",
"highres_image": true,
"image_status": "highres_scan",
"image_uris": {
"small":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/small/front/0/0/0000579f-7b35
-4ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe.jpg?1562894979",
"normal":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/normal/front/0/0/0000579f-7b3
5-4ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe.jpg?1562894979",
"large":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/large/front/0/0/0000579f-7b35
-4ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe.jpg?1562894979",
"png":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/png/front/0/0/0000579f-7b35-4
ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe.png?1562894979",
"art_crop":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/art_crop/front/0/0/0000579f-7
b35-4ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe.jpg?1562894979",
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"border_crop":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/border_crop/front/0/0/0000579
f-7b35-4ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe.jpg?1562894979"
},
"mana_cost": "{5}{R}",
"cmc": 6.0,
"type_line": "Creature \u2014 Sliver",
"oracle_text": "All Sliver creatures have double strike.",
"power": "3",
"toughness": "3",
"colors": [
"R"
],
"color_identity": [
"R"
],
"keywords": [],
"legalities": {
"standard": "not_legal",
"future": "not_legal",
"historic": "not_legal",
"gladiator": "not_legal",
"pioneer": "not_legal",
"modern": "legal",
"legacy": "legal",
"pauper": "not_legal",
"vintage": "legal",
"penny": "legal",
"commander": "legal",
"brawl": "not_legal",
"historicbrawl": "not_legal",
"paupercommander": "restricted",
"duel": "legal",
"oldschool": "not_legal",
"premodern": "not_legal"
},
"games": [
"paper",
"mtgo"
],
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"reserved": false,
"foil": true,
"nonfoil": true,
"finishes": [
"nonfoil",
"foil"
],
"oversized": false,
"promo": false,
"reprint": false,
"variation": false,
"set_id": "c1d109bc-ffd8-428f-8d7d-3f8d7e648046",
"set": "tsp",
"set_name": "Time Spiral",
"set_type": "expansion",
"set_uri":
"https://api.scryfall.com/sets/c1d109bc-ffd8-428f-8d7d-3f8d7e648046",
"set_search_uri":
"https://api.scryfall.com/cards/search?order=set&q=e%3Atsp&unique=prints",
"scryfall_set_uri":
"https://scryfall.com/sets/tsp?utm_source=api",
"rulings_uri":
"https://api.scryfall.com/cards/0000579f-7b35-4ed3-b44c-db2a538066fe/rulin
gs",
"prints_search_uri":
"https://api.scryfall.com/cards/search?order=released&q=oracleid%3A4462369
3-51d6-49ad-8cd7-140505caf02f&unique=prints",
"collector_number": "157",
"digital": false,
"rarity": "uncommon",
"flavor_text": "\"A rift opened, and our arrows were abruptly
stilled. To move was to push the world. But the sliver's claw still
twitched, red wounds appeared in Thed's chest, and ribbons of blood hung
in the air.\"\n\u2014Adom Capashen, Benalish hero",
"card_back_id": "0aeebaf5-8c7d-4636-9e82-8c27447861f7",
"artist": "Paolo Parente",
"artist_ids": [
"d48dd097-720d-476a-8722-6a02854ae28b"
],
"illustration_id": "2fcca987-364c-4738-a75b-099d8a26d614",
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"border_color": "black",
"frame": "2003",
"full_art": false,
"textless": false,
"booster": true,
"story_spotlight": false,
"edhrec_rank": 5275,
"prices": {
"usd": "0.44",
"usd_foil": "1.53",
"usd_etched": null,
"eur": "0.09",
"eur_foil": "3.90",
"tix": "0.02"
},
"related_uris": {
"gatherer":
"https://gatherer.wizards.com/Pages/Card/Details.aspx?multiverseid=109722"
,
"tcgplayer_infinite_articles":
"https://infinite.tcgplayer.com/search?contentMode=article&game=magic&part
ner=scryfall&q=Fury+Sliver&utm_campaign=affiliate&utm_medium=api&utm_sourc
e=scryfall",
"tcgplayer_infinite_decks":
"https://infinite.tcgplayer.com/search?contentMode=deck&game=magic&partner
=scryfall&q=Fury+Sliver&utm_campaign=affiliate&utm_medium=api&utm_source=s
cryfall",
"edhrec": "https://edhrec.com/route/?cc=Fury+Sliver",
"mtgtop8":
"https://mtgtop8.com/search?MD_check=1&SB_check=1&cards=Fury+Sliver"
}
},
{
"object": "card",
"id": "00006596-1166-4a79-8443-ca9f82e6db4e",
"oracle_id": "8ae3562f-28b7-4462-96ed-be0cf7052ccc",
"multiverse_ids": [
189637
],
"mtgo_id": 34586,
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"mtgo_foil_id": 34587,
"tcgplayer_id": 33347,
"cardmarket_id": 21851,
"name": "Kor Outfitter",
"lang": "en",
"released_at": "2009-10-02",
"uri":
"https://api.scryfall.com/cards/00006596-1166-4a79-8443-ca9f82e6db4e",
"scryfall_uri":
"https://scryfall.com/card/zen/21/kor-outfitter?utm_source=api",
"layout": "normal",
"highres_image": true,
"image_status": "highres_scan",
"image_uris": {
"small":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/small/front/0/0/00006596-1166
-4a79-8443-ca9f82e6db4e.jpg?1562609251",
"normal":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/normal/front/0/0/00006596-116
6-4a79-8443-ca9f82e6db4e.jpg?1562609251",
"large":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/large/front/0/0/00006596-1166
-4a79-8443-ca9f82e6db4e.jpg?1562609251",
"png":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/png/front/0/0/00006596-1166-4
a79-8443-ca9f82e6db4e.png?1562609251",
"art_crop":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/art_crop/front/0/0/00006596-1
166-4a79-8443-ca9f82e6db4e.jpg?1562609251",
"border_crop":
"https://c1.scryfall.com/file/scryfall-cards/border_crop/front/0/0/0000659
6-1166-4a79-8443-ca9f82e6db4e.jpg?1562609251"
},
"mana_cost": "{W}{W}",
"cmc": 2.0,
"type_line": "Creature \u2014 Kor Soldier",
"oracle_text": "When Kor Outfitter enters the battlefield, you may
attach target Equipment you control to target creature you control.",
"power": "2",
"toughness": "2",
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"colors": [
"W"
],
"color_identity": [
"W"
],
"keywords": [],
"legalities": {
"standard": "not_legal",
"future": "not_legal",
"historic": "not_legal",
"gladiator": "not_legal",
"pioneer": "not_legal",
"modern": "legal",
"legacy": "legal",
"pauper": "legal",
"vintage": "legal",
"penny": "legal",
"commander": "legal",
"brawl": "not_legal",
"historicbrawl": "not_legal",
"paupercommander": "legal",
"duel": "legal",
"oldschool": "not_legal",
"premodern": "not_legal"
},
"games": [
"paper",
"mtgo"
],
"reserved": false,
"foil": true,
"nonfoil": true,
"finishes": [
"nonfoil",
"foil"
],
"oversized": false,
"promo": false,
"reprint": false,
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"variation": false,
"set_id": "eb16a2bd-a218-4e4e-8339-4aa1afc0c8d2",
"set": "zen",
"set_name": "Zendikar",
"set_type": "expansion",
"set_uri":
"https://api.scryfall.com/sets/eb16a2bd-a218-4e4e-8339-4aa1afc0c8d2",
"set_search_uri":
"https://api.scryfall.com/cards/search?order=set&q=e%3Azen&unique=prints",
"scryfall_set_uri":
"https://scryfall.com/sets/zen?utm_source=api",
"rulings_uri":
"https://api.scryfall.com/cards/00006596-1166-4a79-8443-ca9f82e6db4e/rulin
gs",
"prints_search_uri":
"https://api.scryfall.com/cards/search?order=released&q=oracleid%3A8ae3562
f-28b7-4462-96ed-be0cf7052ccc&unique=prints",
"collector_number": "21",
"digital": false,
"rarity": "common",
"flavor_text": "\"We take only what we need to survive. Believe
me, you will need this.\"",
"card_back_id": "0aeebaf5-8c7d-4636-9e82-8c27447861f7",
"artist": "Kieran Yanner",
"artist_ids": [
"aa7e89ed-d294-4633-9057-ce04dacfcfa4"
],
"illustration_id": "de0310d1-e97f-46e0-bc16-c980c2adedee",
"border_color": "black",
"frame": "2003",
"full_art": false,
"textless": false,
"booster": true,
"story_spotlight": false,
"edhrec_rank": 11708,
"prices": {
"usd": "0.20",
"usd_foil": "2.91",
"usd_etched": null,
"eur": "0.11",
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"eur_foil": "1.35",
"tix": "0.03"
},
"related_uris": {
"gatherer":
"https://gatherer.wizards.com/Pages/Card/Details.aspx?multiverseid=189637"
,
"tcgplayer_infinite_articles":
"https://infinite.tcgplayer.com/search?contentMode=article&game=magic&part
ner=scryfall&q=Kor+Outfitter&utm_campaign=affiliate&utm_medium=api&utm_sou
rce=scryfall",
"tcgplayer_infinite_decks":
"https://infinite.tcgplayer.com/search?contentMode=deck&game=magic&partner
=scryfall&q=Kor+Outfitter&utm_campaign=affiliate&utm_medium=api&utm_source
=scryfall",
"edhrec": "https://edhrec.com/route/?cc=Kor+Outfitter",
"mtgtop8":
"https://mtgtop8.com/search?MD_check=1&SB_check=1&cards=Kor+Outfitter"
}
}
]

Appendix Figure 13: Example Card JSON Objects Pulled From API
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